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Suspension Pillow!

The amazing
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HATEVER your sleep problems, the dream of a
good night’s sleep has now become a reality thanks to a breakthrough invention - the Gx
Suspension Pillow. All conventional pillows flatten
significantly during sleep - becoming more uncomfortable
as the night progresses. The result of this is disturbed and
broken sleep, frustration, and the fruitless search for a
better pillow. That search is now over!





To stop the flattening we’ve come up with a solution that’s
so simple it’s ingenious. By the clever installation of ‘double
X’ internal ties we have produced the world’s first pillow to
retain much more of its plumped shape all night long. The
ties pull the pillow in and up so that your head and neck
are gently cradled and supported.
As well as the revolutionary internal ties, the pillow shell is
100% cotton with our superb Polycoz filling, and we have
added an integral air vent to help keep you cool through
the night.

Unique internal tie technology maintains
shape throughout the night

Choose from Medium-soft or
Medium-firm
Most sleepers prefer Medium-soft however
if you prefer a firmer pillow choose Medium-firm

“ I can honestly say that
your pillow has made the
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Provides comfort and support
Integral air vent keeps you cool
Luxurious 100% cotton shell
Hypoallergenic Polycoz filling
Designed and made in the UK

”

”

Izzy, Yorkshire

OUR PROMISE TO YOU! Sleep on the Gx Pillow for 30 nights and if you are not completely satisfied, we’ll give you your money back*
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0800 316 2689 gxpillows.co.uk

Lines open Mon - Sat 9am - 6pm. Quote NF14 for 20% oﬀ

Enter NF14 in discount box for 20% oﬀ

*Terms and conditions apply - please see website for details.
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years I have ﬁnally found the
best pillow ever!!!! It simply
stays put and is so comfy…
fabulous, must buy more for
hubby and a spare.

Dr Deane Halfpenny
Harley Street Consultant and Spinal Pain Specialist

support such an approach. However, I would also
caveat that by urging you all to be a little more
vigilant and make sure that you stay safe as it
is likely that Omicron is not likely to be the only
mutation that we see rear its head this year.
2022 is likely to provide us with other challenges
that we will all need to overcome and that is why the
support of an organisation like NFOP is invaluable
for its members. This year I would urge you all to
make the effort to link up with your colleagues and
fellow members again, if only for the social side
of membership. However, if you want to get more
involved then speak to your local branch, there is
always a need for more active members to help
keep branches running in these difficult times.
Set yourself some targets for 2022 and do your
best to achieve them. This might just be getting out
more, meeting new people, keeping fit or helping
others. It may be being more adventurous. Whatever
it is, having things to look forward to or that you
are striving to achieve is good for your mental and
physical fitness and that is to be welcomed.
As always if there is something you would like me to
cover for you in future editions, or there is something
that you want to get off your chest then please do let
me know – I’d love to hear from you.
Until next time. Ed.
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Stays plump all night long

“ I cannot believe that after 40

world of difference… and
fully endorse your pillow
as being quite unique in
its ability to maintain
support throughout the night.

Enjoy a great night’s sleep AND 20% OFF! THAT’S...

Welcome to the first edition
of The Magazine for 2022
and may I first of all take
this opportunity to wish you
all a happy New Year. I hope
that many of you had a much better
seasonal break last year than you did in 2020 and
that again this year we can all continue to get our
lives back to something approaching normal.
As 2021 left us and 2022 arrived the mood
around the country seemed rather similar to what it
did last year at exactly the same time. Last year we
were facing rising covid cases and we would soon
go into a national lockdown in January. This year
we are facing the threat that Omicron poses, and
as I write this we are slowly seeing a tightening of
restrictions, but thankfully, so far at least, nothing
quite as severe as we experienced last year.
However, as I write on page 08 of this issue we
are not out of the woods yet and there is still a long
way to go before covid is defeated. It is likely to
impact our lives for the foreseeable future and we
must now, after all this time start to adapt and learn
to live with it.
Having lived with covid for so long now I suspect
that many people will view 2022 as the year to get
their lives back on track and I would wholeheartedly
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Health

GET REGULAR
HEALTH CHECKS

My ageing brain

H

ave you ever thought that your cognitive function
may be slower in older age than it was when you
were much younger?
Do you often wonder why you are a lot slower
at finding the words that you want to describe something, or
why you struggle to remember people’s names?
And do you find that your attention wanders from time to
time and you find it more and more difficult to pay attention?
Well, don’t worry because these are all common changes in
thinking that affect us all the older we get.

It’s not all bad news!
And that’s because ageing can also bring positive cognitive
changes. After all you have had a long lifetime of absorbing
information through various sources and a lot of the
information will have stuck.
It is generally acknowledged that older adults will have a
more extensive vocabulary than younger people and will have
a better understanding of the meaning of words quite simply
because they will have come across their use more often.
Just because you may be perceived as old or older it
doesn’t mean that you cannot learn new skills and form new
memories. For example many people go on to learn a foreign
language in later life.

Make lifestyle changes to manage
conditions such as diabetes, depression
or high cholesterol

TAKE REGULAR
EXCERCISE

Physical activity improves mental health,
balance and stamina

KEEP MENTALLY
ACTIVE

CONTROL
BLOOD PRESSURE

But changes do occur
Perhaps the most notable of these is that as you get older
certain parts of your brain actually shrink, especially those
parts that are considered important to learning and complex
mental activities such as problem solving.
This means that it may take longer for an older person to
learn new skills. Research shows that whilst this is the case,
an older person, if given enough time to learn, will actually
perform the task just as well as a much younger person.
In fact what happens is that the brain actually changes and
adapts and it is this change and adaptation that allows people
to manage new challenges and tasks as they age.

High blood pressure increases the risk
of cognitive decline later in life, and
thus increases the risk of dementia

The more you use your brain the
stronger it gets Stimulate it by doing
puzzles, reading, and taking up hobbies

MANAGE STRESS

EAT A HEALTHY DIET
Eating healthily helps to prevent chronic
disease such as heart disease and diabetes

• Make sure that you remain as physically active
as possible. Not only does this ensure that you
will have more energy, that you will maintain
and improve your balance but that your mental
health will be improved, all of which helps keep
your brain busy and healthier.

What is brain health?
Well, first of all you have to understand what brain health
actually means. You may well be surprised to learn that good
brain health covers not just your cognitive health, but also
includes your motor functions, your emotional functions and
your tactile functions.
Not only does it include how well you think, learn and
remember but how well you move and how you make and
control your movements including your balance. How you
interpret and respond to emotions, both good and bad, and
how well you feel and respond to sensations of touch including
pain. Pressure and temperature also contribute to brain health,
good or bad.

• Keep your brain active. Your brain is like any
muscle in your body – the more you use it
the stronger it gets. This is why puzzles are
recommended as you age. But you can also
do this by being engaged – so read more –
newspapers, magazines and books all help to
pique your curiosity and get you thinking. By
thinking, you are engaging and using your brain.
Likewise, taking up a new or participating in an
existing hobby makes your brain work. These
all contribute to improving your memory and
therefore help with good brain health.

What can you do to try and improve your
brain health?
You probably won’t be surprised to learn that much of what
you can do to help good brain health are also things that you
can do to help your health in general. Here are some of them:

Staying active and using your brain more translates
into better well-being overall and helps to fend
off depression, especially at this time of year. You
will feel less isolated and more involved, your selfesteem and sense of worth will be improved and
your mood will be more upbeat, all of which are
proven to be beneficial to your cognitive function.

• Look after your physical health. Make sure you get your
health checked on a regular basis and if you suffer
from conditions including diabetes, depression or high
cholesterol then make sure that you make lifestyle
changes to manage these in the best way you can.

Try to reduce stress

• If you have high blood pressure then try and control this
either through medication or lifestyle changes. Having high
blood pressure increases the risk of cognitive decline later
in life, and thus increases the risk of dementia.

We all go through stressful times in our life, it is
just part of being. However, the more prolonged a
period of stress tends to be then the more
harmful it is for both your health and your mental
well-being.
Stress is known to change the brain. It certainly
changes the way we think at certain times and
impacts on the decisions that we take in life. It can
also affect our memory.

• Make sure you eat a healthy diet. This helps to prevent
chronic disease such as heart disease or diabetes. We
have all heard of the supposed benefits of a Mediterranean
diet on life expectancy, and it is thought that there are clear
links between diet and cognitive function.
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HOW TO LOOK
AFTER YOUR
BRAIN



Spending time outdoors, excercising, or
learning breathing exercises all release
natural endorphins, which help reduce
stress

change your
routine
Shake up your schedule a little. Variety is the
spice of life when it comes to your brain health

The key is how you manage the stress that
comes into your life. Being outdoors, or exercising
is a natural way to help release or at least reduce
stress given the natural endorphins that these
activities release in your body and send to your
brain. You can also try learning a few breathing
exercises. Not only will these help alleviate stress,
they will also help to lower your heart rate and
make you feel calmer.
Whatever way you choose to address it, the
more you can reduce or even remove stress from
your life then the better you will feel.

Avoid repetition
By this we mean vary your schedule – don’t do
the same thing at the same time with the same
people day after day. We are social animals who
are naturally curious and we need stimulation. This
is why so many people struggled during lockdown,
being forced to follow the same routine day in and
day out.
We are all familiar with the phrase “variety is
the spice of life” well, when it comes to our brains
then that phrase couldn’t be more pertinent.
By communicating with people in different
environments on a regular basis we stimulate our
brain, keeping it active. This means we are less
prone to forget or struggle to remember things.

Talking is also good. Talking to other people,
even if only briefly, helps maintain and improve our
verbal fluency and helps to fight off any potential
feelings of loneliness that we may encounter. It
prevents us from feeling depressed. Talk to your
neighbours, or assistants when being served in
shops, even if only to pass the time of day, you
probably won’t realise it but it helps to maintain
your mood.

Uncertainty
In difficult or turbulent times, arguably like the time
we are currently living through with coronavirus,
the future and what it holds remains uncertain. For
many this means worry, and worry is bad news for
brain health.
If we are worrying about our future then this
can quickly overtake everything else and we can
become obsessed with things that we can do little
or nothing about. Your brain can only process so
much information at any one time, to the extent
that worry can become your overriding emotion
and state of mind.
We are programmed to plan our futures based
on our pasts. The certainties we have built up over
our lifetimes generally determine how our lives
pan out going forwards. But when you introduce
uncertainty into that mix, the comfort that this
programming provides can disappear.

Look after your brain
By looking after your brain, you look after both your
mental and physical health both of which become
increasingly important the older you get. Stay
active, physically and mentally and you will be the
better for it.
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Gardening

Winter gardening
Y
A healthy,
well looked
after and well
maintained
hedge is
a valuable
part of any
garden.

ou might think that January and February are quiet
months in the garden, after all we are in the depths
of winter when just about everything is dormant,
just waiting for the warmer weather to start to
make itself known, and for the spring growth season to start.
Well, whilst that’s correct, it doesn’t mean that there aren’t
plenty of jobs for you to be getting on with that, if you do them
now, will set your garden in good stead for the warmer times to
come. A good start now will also pay benefits further down the
line.

Hedging
Have you got a tired old or unruly hedge that you have been
meaning to do something with for years now? Well, if so now is
the best time of year to tackle it whether you want to replace it
or regenerate it. Look to take out any dead patches and replace
them with new, of if you want a complete change dig out the old
and re-plant.
A healthy, well looked after and well maintained hedge is
a valuable part of any garden. This is because it becomes not
just a hedge, nice to look at and creating a natural border, but it
also becomes its own valuable little environment, one in which
many animals and insects can make their home and thrive. A
well established hedge will be full of the insects that feed on
the pollen and nectar the hedge produces, birds will make their
nests in it and small animals will be found foraging for food and
looking to find shelter.

It is a good time to cut and shape your hedges. This will
encourage new growth in the spring which will in turn make
the plant healthier and stronger. And if you need to replace and
replant then this is the right time of year to buy what are known
as bare-root plants. These are cheaper and tend to be healthier
than their pot grown compatriots. They tend to be dug straight
from the field in which they were grown and shipped direct, so
go online, you’ll find a wide variety available to purchase.

Lawns
Winter is synonymous with heavy frosts and heavy frosts are not
good news for lawns. If you wake up and there is a heavy frost
on the ground if at all possible avoid walking on your lawn until
the frost has thawed. This is because when your grass freezes,
the blades become brittle and if you walk over them then they
may well snap or break. This will cause patches to appear on
your lawn over the course of the winter and may lead to brown
areas come spring that will be more susceptible to diseases.

Getting ready for spring

Vegetables

Before you know it spring will be here, the weather will start
to warm up and your garden will start to get into that massive
boost of growth that you see at that time of year. In fact you
might not know it, but growth will already have started and will
only accelerate when the warmer weather comes.
So now is an ideal time to make sure your pots, tools,
greenhouse and water butts have been given a good clean. This
will help eradicate disease and make sure that everything is
in the best shape for spring. Whilst doing this, you should also
check that any protection that you use for your plants is also in
good order. So make sure trellises are secure, any stakes that
support plants are not rotten and still fit for purpose and that any
ties remain secure.

If you have a vegetable plot then now is the time to start to
prepare it for the new season. Give it a good dig over but
when you do so leave the soil in rough chunks. This will both
aerate the soil by moving it around whilst the large chunks will
gradually be broken down by the weather in plenty of time for
when you want to sow at the start of the season.
You can also start to sow early crops of hardy broad beans
outdoors as well as beetroots, carrots and early peas – just keep
an eye on the weather and protect them where necessary.

Feeding
And now is the time to consider feeding your plants. Dig in any
well rotted organic matter that you have in your compost bins.
Your plants will thank you – after all come the spring they are
going to have the biggest growth spurt of the year and a good
feed will only help that and produce better, healthier plants into
the bargain.

Pruning
It is also the ideal time to prune plants such as roses, which are
still dormant. Cut back the plant to just above a bud and take out
any crossing or dead branches. Likewise, if you have wisteria
growing against your house you should cut back summer side
shoots so that they are no longer than two or three buds. It is
also the time of year to prune rhododendrons and honeysuckles.
The old stems of perennial plants can also be taken off at
this time of year – when doing this you will also reveal the new
growth already coming through. Likewise, the old growth on
ornamental grasses should also be cut back.
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But it’s not all outdoors
At this time of year, your indoor plants also need some attention.
Make sure that they remain well hydrated as your central
heating will dry out the air in your home leading to a loss of
humidity. To help combat this, you should mist your indoor plants
regularly. Another good tip to aid humidity is to stand them on
a tray filled with small pebbles or gravel, to which you can add
water.
It’s also the ideal time to plan what to do in your garden
across the coming year. So look through your garden catalogues
and get your seeds ordered early, this will enable you to get
planting early as well and will give you a longer growing season.



Consider as well what you are going to grow in your
vegetable plot and where. Don’t always grow the same things
in the same places, think about moving them around. Rotating
your crops like this will help to stop pests and diseases from
building up in your soil and will help to improve your yields.

And finally…
Don’t forget to feed the birds. This is the time of year when food
is scarce so any help you can give them is very welcome and
helps them conserve energy that they would otherwise have to
use in searching for food elsewhere. You should also ensure that
your bird baths are regularly topped up and if frozen then add
some warm water to thaw them out. Birds need water this time
of year just as much as they need food.
And don’t forget, spring is just around the corner!

At this
time of year
your indoor
plants also
need some
attention.
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Pastimes

The art of flower arranging
We have
all marvelled
at the skill of
trained florists
in putting
spectacular
arrangements
together but
with a good
eye and a little
practice it’s
something
that you can
quite easily
master.

W

hat can be nicer than both the smell and
the look of a beautifully arranged bunch of
flowers sitting on your dining table as you
walk into the room?
It’s a sensory sensation that keeps on giving from the
beautiful scent that permeates the room to the colourful
arrangement of the flowers themselves and done correctly
it can be both beautiful and make a statement piece for the
room, if only temporary.
The beauty of this though is that every two weeks or so
you can do it all again and put together another impressive
arrangement, it’s almost like re-decorating your room on a
regular basis.
We have all marvelled at the skill of trained florists in
putting spectacular arrangements together but with a good
eye and a little practice it’s something that you can quite
easily master and do at home, and the results easily reward
the effort!

Background
Well, I guess that many of you will have experience of putting
a bunch of flowers in a vase whether they have been bought
you as a gift or you have bought them yourself. But this

The arranging

generally probably involves you standing the taller ones at
the back of the vase, moving a few around because you think
they look better in a different place adding some water and
then thinking job done!
Well, that’s probably all well and good for a small bunch
of flowers that you might pick up when you go to the
supermarket, or might be given if you are holding a dinner
party and one of the guests brings along a bunch as a gift.
But it’s not a statement piece and that’s what we are talking
about here.

What will you need to get started?
Before you even start to think about flowers and foliage for
your arrangement you need to put together a few tools and
other items that you will need.
First of all consider what you are going to put your
arrangement in. This will usually be some kind of vase, but
the type you choose will, to an extent, dictate the type of
display that you will ultimately create.
If you have a low, shallow vase then you may find
supporting some of your flowers a little difficult. Those
with larger stems may well droop over the side of the vase,
spoiling the overall effect. However, if you chose a tall, thin

vase then you will end up with an upright arrangement that might look a little
stiff and too formal.
It is best to start off with something in the middle – a vase that can support
the flowers that you put in it but that isn’t too tall either. Experiment with what
you have got, you will soon get a feel for what you like and you think looks
nice.
You will also need some chicken wire or similar to use as a support in the
bottom of your vase. You should mould the wire into a ball that fits into the
bottom of your chosen vase so that it nearly fills the cavity. Once you have put
your chosen flowers into place you won’t be able to see this but it will provide
valuable support to stop the stems of the flowers from buckling or leaning
over.
You will also need a good pair of sharp scissors or secateurs that you will
use to cut the stems of the flowers to the required size. And finally make sure
you have some plant food and a small watering can, both of which we will talk
about later.

The flowers
Any floral arrangement that you make is only as good as the flowers that you
put in it. You should look for a variety of flowers both in colour of the actual
flower itself, the size of the bloom and the size of the stem. You should also
look at the amount of foliage that each stem has as well.
The colour scheme that you choose will be dependent on what you want
your arrangement to achieve. Do you want it to be a bold, bright statement
piece or would you prefer it to be more subtle and pared back? Once you have
decided you can then choose your flowers.
Once you get your flowers home don’t leave them lying around, use those
scissors or secateurs and take about a quarter of an inch off from the bottom
of each stem and then put them into water straight away. This will rehydrate
the flower and extend its life in your arrangement.

The greenery
A good flower arrangement isn’t just about the flowers, you will also need
some things to create structure and perspective. These could be small
branches or twigs or stems of green leaves. Whatever you are using, again
once you get them home trim off the bottom and get them straight in water,
just like you did with the flowers.
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Once you have chosen your flowers and foliage it’s time to think about the
arrangement itself – where are you going to put it? How do you want it to
look? Is it in a dark or light area of the house? All these things should be
considered before you the start to assemble.
First, think about the frame of the arrangement. This is where you will place
the heavier, larger elements of the display such as the branches, twigs or
greenery that you have chosen. Place your first piece in the vase and check
the perspective – is it too high or too low? Is it too big for the arrangement?
Have you put it in the right place? When satisfied add the next piece and so on
until you have a background that you are happy with.
Remember, make sure that you are happy before trimming the bottom from
any piece, after all you can always take more off but you can never add any
back on – and if you are a little unsure then do it a bit at a time!
The frame is not only used as decoration, it is also there to help support the
weaker stems that you may add later on. It should look uneven with areas of
varying height, some taller, some smaller, whilst some of the frame will stand
upright, supported by the wire, and others might lean slightly.
Next add the larger, bolder flower stems that you are using and again play
about with the placing if you so desire. Check for any colour contrasts that you
may have created – after all you want every bloom to stand out – and make
sure that the blooms are at different heights and not all at the same level. This
creates both depth and perspective in the arrangement.
Do you have a stand-out or statement flower that you want to be the
“hero” of the arrangement? If so it’s now time to add this. Where exactly
you place this is your choice but it will normally be towards the centre of the
arrangement.
You should stand back and take stock to consider what you have created
each time you add to the arrangement. By doing this you will see if there are
any gaps that need filling or if you have created any dense clusters that need
to be separated. You will also be able to check which way your blooms are
facing and whether this is the direction that you want.
You can then set about adding what you may consider to be the “floaters”
or the “foundation” flowers which fill the gaps or add colour or texture. They
will also cover the top of the vase making sure that you don’t see the wire that
you have used to support the arrangement. You can cut these flowers as short
as you want.
You might even want to allow some of these flowers to “fall” or “dip” below
the top of the vase as this will give a sense of the flowers spilling out of the
vase, making the arrangement appear more natural and organic.

Mistakes
Don’t worry if you make a mistake along the way, you can always change
things around if you don’t like what you have created. After all this is your
creation, so it should reflect your likes. Then take that watering can and fill the
vase up with water, remember to check and top this up on a regular basis.
And there you have it, you’re very own flower arrangement!
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Out & About

Beautiful Scotland – part one
by Andrew Silk

The scenic
vistas that
seem to go
on forever,
the moody
mountains
that provide
such a sense of
isolation.

Loch Lomond

2

022 will again be the year of the staycation for
many and if you are looking for a new holiday
experience or something different to do then you
could do worse than take a self-drive road trip
around the beautiful countryside of Scotland.
Scotland is all about its beautiful scenery, it’s long and
often blood thirsty history, its wilderness and wild open areas
and the sense of space and freedom that these provide.
There’s always something to catch the eye, somewhere to
stop and something to do.
But it’s the freedom and sparse beauty of the Highlands
that I wanted to explore on my latest visit there, the scenic
vistas that seem to go on forever, the moody mountains that
provide such a sense of isolation, and the sense of space and
light that you get.

Where to start?
Well, there was certainly plenty to choose from that’s for
sure! And so I found myself navigating the outskirts of the
city known as Dear Green Place, Scotland’s largest city and
one famous for having more green spaces per capita than
any other city in Europe, Glasgow although sadly I didn’t have
time to stop off and explore.
That’s because my first destination was less than an
hour north of the city as I headed towards Loch Lomond
and the Trossachs National Park. This area was established
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as Scotland’s first National Park in 2002 and the loch is the
largest expanse of freshwater in the UK, being just over 22.5
miles in length.
My first stop was the lovely little hamlet of Balmaha on the
eastern side of the loch, a popular area for visitors, but be
warned, the village can get very busy in summer, especially in
good weather given its close proximity to Glasgow.
Parking is relatively easy in Balmaha as there is a large
car park by the visitor centre which is overlooked by Conic
Hill. A good climb to the top of the hill will reward your efforts
with spectacular views out across the loch and over to the
beautiful and very peaceful Inchcailloch island which you
can reach by a small boat from the boatyard in the village
(a charge is payable).
Take the boat across, you won’t regret it, it only takes
about 10 minutes but what you get when you get there is
total seclusion on what is widely regarded as one of the most
beautiful locations in the national park. Once there you are
free to roam around on the waymarked trails which are all
well signposted and easy to follow.
A walk up to the summit of the island will reward you with
great views across the loch in all directions and it’s worth
the effort to see the church ruins and ancient burial ground,
the only scheduled Ancient Monument in the whole of the
National Park.
The next day it was back in the car for the beautiful and
very scenic drive down the eastern side of the loch and then
up the western side towards my destination for the day, the
town that calls itself the outdoor capital of the UK – and that
of course was Fort William.
And this is where the scenery was just majestic starting
with the drive along the full length of Loch Lomond itself. If
you have time then it’s well worth stopping off at the pretty
village of Luss with great views up and down the loch and
across to the mighty Ben Lomond, the most southerly of the
Munros (a munro is a Scottish mountain that is over 3,000
feet high – there are 282 of them across the country and it
is a popular pursuit amongst outdoor enthusiasts to climb
or “bag” them). It’s a lovely village to wander around and if
you have grandkids with you then you could take the Faerie
Trail which is easy to find, well marked and a great way for
children to spend quality time outdoors.
Once you leave the shores of the loch and head towards
Bridge of Orchy, and then Rannoch Moor, it is nothing short
of breathtaking. Take your time and make sure that you take
it all in, don’t be afraid to stop at one of the many parking
places along the way and just marvel at what mother nature
has provided.
The area around Rannoch Moor and Glencoe was
especially memorable and of course wild and no doubt
inhospitable when the weather turns. Here you are deep in

“clan” country with all the history and symbolism that goes
along with that. Standing at the head of Glencoe it’s not hard
to imagine blood-thirsty rampaging clansmen knocking nine
bells out of each other. It’s also where the Glencoe Massacre
took place in 1692 when 38 men, women and children of
Clan MacDonald were murdered by a regiment of soldiers
whom they had welcomed into their homes.
Stop at the Glencoe Visitor Centre where you can learn all
about the massacre as well as the history of the area. You
might also have your memory pricked as you recognise parts
of the glen from films such as Harry Potter, Braveheart, Rob
Roy, The 39 Steps and Skyfall. One thing is for sure and that’s
once you’ve seen Glencoe and the surrounding area you
won’t forget it!
From Glencoe it’s a short hop to Fort William situated on
the banks of Loch Linnhe and a town that is dominated by
the mighty Ben Nevis that towers over it. It’s also where two
long distance walking routes meet – it’s the end of the West
Highland Way which starts some 96 miles away in Milngavie
on the outskirts of Glasgow whilst it is also the start of the
Great Glen Way which goes a further 73 miles across the
country to Inverness.
After a drive like that you might need to stretch your
legs for a while and take in a bit of the clear mountain air.
If so, located just to the north of the town and great for
an afternoon’s wander is the little village of Banavie and
Neptune’s Staircase.
Banavie forms an important water link between the west
and east of Scotland. It’s where the Caledonian Canal meets
Loch Linnie marking the end of the route from the North
Sea via the Moray Firth and Loch Ness to the Atlantic Ocean,
whilst Neptune’s Staircase is a suite of 8 locks that raises (or
lowers dependent on which way you are travelling) the canal



by 62 feet over just a quarter of a mile and is the largest
staircase lock in the whole of Scotland.
The great thing about Neptune’s Staircase is that you can
make an afternoon just wandering up and down the lock suite
taking in the dramatic scenery and who knows, you might
even get lucky and manage to do a bit of “gongoozling” whilst
you are there.
Stay over in the town and then the next day treat yourself
to what is often described as the greatest rail journey in the
world and take the Jacobite Express from Fort William to
Mallaig. The service runs daily throughout the season (April to
October – twice daily May to September). You may well know
the service as the Hogwarts Express made famous in the
Harry Potter films, but that aside, if you are in this part of the
world then it really is a must.
The whole journey is just magical, being pulled by a
magnificent steam locomotive you pass by the “small isles”
off shore of Rum, Eigg, Muck and Canna, on a clear day you
will also be able to see the southern tip of the Isle of Skye.
Deserted beaches flash by and you traverse the world famous
21-arched Glenfinnan Viaduct overlooking Loch Shiel and
the Jacobite Monument. It’s then onto Mallaig where you can
have a look around before boarding the train for the return
journey and doing it all again. It is just a magical morning or
afternoon out!
Back in Fort William it’s then time to embark on the next
stage of the road trip, across the Highlands and the stunning
Cairngorms on route to Royal Deeside and the lovely town of
Ballatar near Balmoral before heading back down the east
side of the country to my final destination, Edinburgh. But if
you want to read about that part of the trip I’m afraid you are
going to have to wait until the March edition of the Magazine!
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